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15 Movies the whole family will love these movies have been approved for movie nights for all ages. finder.com.au is one of Australia's leading comparison websites. We compare with a wide range of banks, insurers and product issuers. We value our editorial independence and adhere to editorial guidelines. finder has
access to track details from the issuers of the products listed on our sites. Although we provide information about products offered by a wide range of issuers, we do not cover every available product or service. Please note that information published on our site should not be interpreted as personal advice and does not
take into account your personal needs and circumstances. While our website will provide you with factual information and general advice to help you make better decisions, it is not a substitute for professional advice. Consider whether the products or services presented on our website are suitable for your needs. If
you're not sure about anything, seek professional advice before applying for any product or commit to any plan. Products marked as Promoted or Ads are clearly displayed as a result of a commercial advertising agreement or to highlight a specific product, supplier, or feature. Finder may receive compensation from the
Provider if you click on the related link, buy or inquire about the product. Finder's decision to show the promoted product is neither a recommendation that the product is right for you nor an indication that the product is the best in its category. We encourage you to use the tools and information we share to compare your
options. If our site contains links to specific products or displays go to website buttons, we may receive commission, referral fee or payment when you click these buttons or submit a product request. When grouping products into a table or list, the order in which they are pre-sorted can affect a number of factors, including
price, fees, and discounts; trade partnerships; the characteristics of the product; popularity of the brand. We provide tools to sort and filter these lists to highlight features that matter to you. We strive to adopt an open and transparent approach and provide a broad comparison service. Please note, however, that although
we are an independent service, our comparison website does not cover all suppliers or all products available on the market. Some product issuers may provide products or services through multiple brands, affiliated companies or various labelling arrangements. This can make it difficult for consumers to compare
alternatives or identify the companies behind the products. However, we strive to provide information to enable consumers to understand these issues. Providing or obtaining an estimate insurance through us does not guarantee that you can receive insurance. Acceptance by insurance companies is based on things like
occupation, health and lifestyle. By providing you with to apply for a credit card or loan, we do not guarantee that the application will be approved. Your application for credit products is subject to the Terms and Conditions of the Provider, as well as their criteria for application and lending. For more information about our
services and our approach to privacy, please refer to our terms of use and privacy policy. Fellini, de Sica, Rossellini, Visconti, Bertolucci, Antonioni - Italian cinema has its fair share of masters who have influenced filming around the world. This top 10 list is not intended as a compilation of italy's best films, but rather as a
starting point for exploration. Ciao ciao! Hulton Archive/Getty Images It's unthinkable to talk about an Italian film without Federico Fellini and La Strada (1954), a harrowing classic about a poor girl who is taken away by a cruel strongman to become a circus performer, i can't resist. It offers great performances by Anthony
Quinn and Giulietta Masina. The film won an Oscar in 1957 (it was released in the United States in 1956) for best foreign film - it was first awarded - and several Italian film awards, including best director. The American Film Institute calls it one of the most influential films in history. For more early Fellini, check out Nights
of Cabiria, also from Masina. Vittorio de Sica's neo-realistic 1952 film about an old lady who is devoid of dignity is sad but not sentimental. Legendary film critic Roger Ebert called it one of Italy's best neo-realistic films - one of the most simply self-made and does not reach for effects or strain to make his message clear.
De Sica is also known for the Bike Thief of 1948. Silver Screen Collection /Getty Images 1900 (1976), Bernardo Bertolucci's epic story about a peasant and landowner in the first half of the 20th century, starring Robert De Niro and Gerard Depardieu. If you don't have time - 1900 lasts longer than five hours - try The
Conformist (1970) or the famous Last Tango in Paris (1972) with Marlon brando and Maria Schneider. Michael Ochs Archives /Getty Images The Battle of Algiers (1966) is gillo Pontecorvo's legendary advoyant about the struggle for Algeria's independence from France in the 1950s. This timeless and powerful film was
nominated for three Oscars. This expansive and all-encommence 2003 drama by Marco Tullio Giordana, the latest film on this list, follows two brothers from 1960 to 2000. The film was first shown in Italy as a TV miniseries and released in the US as two films after three hours. Time flies. In his review for The New York
Times, A.O. Scott says: History (Giordana) must say... it is full of nuances and complexity, but it is also as accessible and engaging as a great 19th-century novel. Fellini's next masterpiece, La Dolce Vita (1960), depicts Marcello Mastroianni as paparazzo, which Anita Ekberg through the streets of Rome and straight to
the Trevi Fountain. La Dolce Vita won the Academy Award for Best Costume Design in a Black and White Film and was nominated for three others, including Best Director. Roberto Rossellini's groundbreaking 1945 film depicts the struggle of Roman citizens to resist in the final days of the Nazi occupation during World
War II. The film was shot very shortly after Rome was liberated by allies and star Anna Magnani. Kristen M. Jones, writing in The Wall Street Journal in 2014. he says that the last moments of the film are still a rousing call to conscience and hope. Cath Clark, writing in The Guardian in 2010, said: There is probably no film
to compete with the humanism and clarity of the purpose of Rossellini's neo-realistic masterpiece. Hulton Archive/Getty Images Monica Vitti plays a woman searching for a missing friend in the Mediterranean in Michelangelo Antonioni's groundbreaking 1960 film, which won the Cannes Jury Prize. Corbis via Getty
Images/Getty Images Burt Lancaster, Claudia Cardinale and Alain Delon play in the 1963 epic story of elegiac grace in Luchino Visconti's Sicilian tale of revolution and fall in the 1860s. Giuseppe Tornatore's sentimental love letter to the 1988 films won an Oscar and a Golden Globe for Best Foreign Language Film in
1990 and a Jury Prize at Cannes in 1989. This magical film tells the story of the life of an Italian director and is told in a flashback. LiveAbout uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using the LiveAbout Feature, you accept the use of cookies. Disney+ billed itself as a family-friendly streaming
service, and what better way to get closer to your loved ones than curling up on the couch with a holiday movie? Although the recently launched service doesn't have as many holiday movies as Netflix at the moment, there's still a healthy choice on offer. Disney + Disney Christmas movies + Sign up for Disney+ to stream
hundreds of movies and shows watch new and classic TV and movies from Disney, Pixar, Star Wars, Marvel, National Geographic and 21st Century Fox from a single streaming service. Last verified 24 Jun 2020 Noelle2019Fantasy Family ComedyThe Santa Clause1994Fantasy Family ComedyThe Chronicles of Narnia:
The Lion, Witch and Wardrobe2005Fantasy Family Action-AdventureThe Santa Clause 3: Escape Clause2006Fantasy Family ComedyThe Santa Clause 22002Fantasy Family ComedyPluto's Christmas Tree1952Kamily Animation KidsMickey's Christmas Carol1983Fantasy Family AnimationMickey's Upon a
Christmas19 99Anthology Family Animation ComedyBeauty and the Beast: The Enchant: The Enchant 1997 Romance Romance Family Animation MusicalOlaf's Frozen Adventure2017Fantasy Family Animation Comedy MusicalThe Nutcracker and four Realms2018Fantasy Family Action-AdventureThe Muppet
Christmas Carol1992Drama Fantasy Family Comedy MusicalOne Magic Magic FantasyThe Christmas Star1986Drama Crime FamilyHome Alone1990Ktania Dziewięta Dziewięta York1992Family ComedyTim Burton's The Nightmare Before Christmas1993Fantasy Family Animation MusicalHome Alone 31997Family
ComedyRichie Rich's Christmas Wish1998Animation-Adventure-AdventureI'll Be Home for Christmas1998Coming Age Comedy Action-AdventureThe Ultimate Christmas Present2000Fantasy Comedy Twas Night2001Cri Fantasy ComedyDisney's A Christmas Carol2009Fantasy AnimationSanta Buddies: The Legend of
Santa Paws2009Fantasy ComedyIce Age: A Mammoth Christmas2011Shid Animation Short 12 Christmas Dates2011Romantic Fantasy Comedy Romance Family ComedyGood Luck Charlie , It's Christmas!2011ComedySanta Paws 2 : The Santa Pups2012Fantasy Musical No search-eligible titles found. Both classic
and modern Christmas movies like Miracle on 34th Street, Tim Allen's trilogy The Santa Clause and The Muppet Carol are sure to find something that's in your seasonal mood. There's also Noelle, one of the first Disney+ exclusives that premiered at launch and the original Home Alone's that Disney is reproducing. No
matter what kind of holiday movie you're looking for, you're sure to find something that will warm you up in the cold winter months - or cool you off for a festive session in July. While we were devastated to see that Star Wars Holiday Special can't be found anywhere, you can also check out the full list of Disney+ content
and find something fun to binge over the holiday season. Image Source: Disney+ Page Was this content helpful to you? You?
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